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~ ABSTRACT -. ' .. ' 
. 
While the process times of stages in a· produc·t1on 
line will vary from stage -to st~ge about some distribu-
tion'.mean, delay time in the line can be minimized by 
... ,.._ ----. 
decoupling the stages. The minimization in delay t:1me, 
' . ' 
in···conjunction with a minimum dollar investment can be 
accomplished through use.of an optimum capacity in-
process inventory buffer between production stages. 
A ·simulation 1nodel was employed and through vari.a--
t.lon of line parameters the factors affecting buffer 
"t 
capacity were determined. Then, a relationship was 
.,,, 
. ~ 
developed for optimum buffer Capacity versus output· timl;! · 
per unit. 
A functional, relationship is present_·ed for deter~-
mining the optimum buffer capacity for a known output 
rate. T)"le function is restricted .t6, output rates of 24: 
.units per hour or. gr.eate.r •. 
~- " r 
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It has long been recognized that the use of an in-




or manufacturing line is desirab,le, if no·t necessary. 
' ~ 
Methods for determining the optimal. arnount of in-proce"ss 
. . 
inventory required have not been stat·ed without severe 
~ 
.'7 limitations ·being imposed. The f·a·.ctors making an ·in-
process or buffer inventor:y- ,of· this ~ature ne:cessary ar~-
• .. 
va.ri~d·-. :Some of these :are: differences in length of 
proee·ss .t·11ne between stages, machine down-t~e- :and art e:f\-· 
.fec.t. ·c,a·11ed .the backlog synd.rome (7) • Any, of .th·e:se' 
..,____ 
. . . ,~ 
'fac:.-t .. o:r's can cause delays in 1.th~ :Pr:o·cessing time~ a.f un:it.s· 
. . 
:.in a. line which in turn result·s .in id.le ma.cfhfne: ,and '1ao.or· 
.. -'. . . 
. - ' . . . . . . ; . 




and nton:ey it 1·s· des.1,rable to minimize tih-e, contribut·i:ng: 
I 
.f:a,:c t cirs. • 
. . ·. . . . . :• ·.· 
.o·l)~· :method .o:f o.ec:reasing thes.·e ... d:e:lays :is :to ·:tn_c,lu.c:le· 
.s-.orne· t·ype of bµ-r·re::r:~.i-ng between .each stage· of ·pr.oduct·ton. 
The: :presence of th.i.s buffer will attempt to f?moo.th out.: · 
production and· in turn reduce unit delays. . This bufferJ.n·g: 
.. 
-· · action would, however, reduce only part of the delays 
.. 
I 
mentioned. Specifically, the buffer should ta·ke care :Of 
·diff~·~erices · 1:h. pro.ductiqn time.s at various stages. It 
would be desira·b1e to take care of machine down-times in 
·~ . 
4 
~ti!'. "> • ~ ' 
,·. ·-
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.. the .sam·e manner but buffer capacities would be prohibitive . 
due .to hqlding costs • 




an effect due to a varying ·amount ·of work in front of the ' 
worker at a production stage. Gomers~ll (7) reports. it to ~ ' \ 
'--, " 
• • lo be .a psychol.pgical factor due to the line personnel adjust-· 
ing~their rate of work, dependent upon the build-up or 
/ 
reduction of work to be completed. The effect is appar-
ently .due to the assuinption on the operator's part that if 
there is no more work in front of his station·he will 
.,. remain idle until work is available. In other words, a 
worker adjusts his rate accordingly, performing the same 
amount of work over a large period and cut down on· his 
idle time. In this case, the average output rate of the 
line remains constant, but the operator has less idle 
time. If a buf;f'er a-tock is present in front of a· machine, . 
, p_receding ·production stage stoppage ... has a diminished e.f-
fect on that machine. The. operator will not have to sit 
_......,. idle the whole time the preceding stage is idle • 
. manner his work speed will be_ mor~!lU.e!JIIl. 
Many attempts have been made to model a production 
I 
. .....r.c,.• line with inte~spersed buffer inventories but all have · 
·been of limited value. · Some representative methods ·will 
be presented in Chapter II. These attempts have, in ai·-
t-1 most every case, been· limited to a two-stage line with 
~: . .:· ,. 3 
: ... 
: ·~ .·<,;-,'. - ' - ., ·, . . •:·,; .. 
\.: -
. - ... , 
. ' - ..... . 
- .... _ 
' _•·. _'i. •..• 
:I.' 
l· 
'-........ ,-..... '. . .. , ...... ,., .... 
,,·· ' 
~ . . . ' -
. ; ' . ......,_... _ __.. ....... ,_....__....,,_ .1 .• ' • -- . ~ - -
some particular distribution associated with the process-
ing time,.machine down-time, etc. Those models not 
,. 
'* limited to a two-s·tage line have utilized only the Poisson 
. distribution which, in a 1,ractical case, does not describe 
conditions. 
-The prime reason for limited success in this.area is 
that too many variables affect an analytic solt1.tion to the 
'• problem and some approach other than an analytical solu-
.. , 
tion is indicated • 
. This paper will concern itself with the smoothing of 
~ 
productio~, taking into account only·the variations 1n 
production times which, when provision for a buffer stock 
is· allocated, may ~end to reduce the effects of the back-_ 
log syndrome. Down-tunes of the stages will not be in- .. 
eluded in the investigation since these longer type delays . 
\ 
would mask any effects. due to the varying process-ing times. 
The investiga·tion procedure will be to determine ef-
fects of various line parameters on the production lines' 
output rate using normally distributed production times. 
Then, uniform and gamma distributions will be employed to 
demonstrate the- effects o.f those production time distribu-
tion~. Using the investigation results, a model will be 
developed which:-will be used for determining the_ optimal 
buff'er ca·pa city. ....... 
..... , 
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,, . CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS· ATTEMPTS IN THE AREA 
• 
V' 
Ttiere have been many attempts· to sol-ve the pr.oblem of 
whether., two manufacturing stages should be separated t>y: an 
· 1nventory. Most -of these methods have been made throug:h 
the use of queuing theory and dynamic programming ( 10), 
(20). Using these approaches discus&4ons have, in most 
cases,. been limited to lines·consisting of two stages 
· because the analysis is dependent upon too large_. a number 
of variables to allow further analytic solution. -The ex-
ception has been developed in general but a major problem 
· exists in the development. 
For the following discussion a production line will 
include continuous manufacturing and/or assembly opera-
tions, The line will consist of a series of stages.which 
·process material and pass it on to a succeeding stage for 
further processing. The line may also·1nclude storage 
units or bunkers. . .. 
(I) 
_Input 
- .... ••f s7 f •IS2 1 ... - .... -output 
, (II) 
Input ' 
- S1 -· - B1 ~ S2 - . 
-
,\ ... ,,. •......... 
-
•, O~tput 
Fig •. 2.1 Possible· Line Configurations 
.. 
5 ... , .. ·, . 
. ·. . ·· . .:: 
., ~- ·~·. . 
D· • 





















. . . 
- . 
' . " 
,> 
... ).'.~ ·: 
•• ··.·.".J~·; 
... :·,,-. J~ 
.!'", 
, 
lo • • In the pr.eceding figure~&the line configurations con-
sist of production stages ei~her with or without a bunker 
" between each p·roduction stage. Other configurations such 
as paralleling stages can be used but analysis wo~ld be 
· similar to that for a single stage with a· higher output 
rate. 
. , 
~ In the -followting discussion several parameters which 
t-
affect line production are used in the following context .. ~ 
• 
. . 
Cycle ~ime for a. stage· includes the time required to r>e-
·ceiye, process and move the product to the following 
. 
~- .. ~bunker 8r production stage. The -c-ycJ.e t.inie: may be fixe:d-
or it may vary according to ft tpe ·unit be\ng wo:rk.ed- on_,: o:r 
the operation at that stage:.. Arto·the·r p~rameter, called 
. set-up time, can affect pro·duction .. eff'ici·ency .and includes· 
• 0 
_ scheduled stoppages (preventative maintenance, replacing 
worn tools, replenishing raw materials, etc.) and unsched-
.. 
uled stoppages ( do·wn-time for repairs) . The cycle· time 
-and set-up times have been found to b·e :characterized, in 
general, by different distributions. The cycle~ 
qpproximately follows a normal distribution (14) while the 
'-..__. 





·Re·rerring_to th_e simple line in Figure 2.1 (I)., the~ 
.. . 


















storage between manufacturing stages, the second stage 
must stop whenever the first machine is down, or if the 
first sta·ge is still processing a unit after stage two 
has completed processing on i~s unit. Also, the first 
machine must stop if stage two is down or is. still proc-
essing_ a unit. after st~ge one haa. finished with its unit • 
. Now, if Pl and p2 are .the fractions of stop time on ·the 
first and second machines, respectively, the output (R) 
I 
expreesed as a fract1·on of the max.imum possible output 
. " . 
(both machines having the ·Bame mea·n processing time) is 
. . given by: 
,i. 
•·'' ,. .. 
.R = :l..--P._1~·P2+P1 P.2 
.A.s an· example:_ if ~1=·P2=0_.1o·then R- ~-- l--G.10-0.10+0.0l=0.81 • 
• By extending this analysis it can be shown that out-
:put or·· a syst·em is increased by providing bunker storages 
between each stage. Consid~r a two manufactiiring stage 
system .with an infinite capacity storage between stages •. 
Also, assume an infinite capacity store in front of the 
line and at the output .. Now, with these assumptions -there 
will always be a supply of uni ts going intd·~ each stage and 
r. 
also room .for a unit after processing by a .. stage. Then, 
~ the output .is limited by the wors:e s·tage (that with the 
-
' 
.. greater down-time) and is given b:y: 
R=l-p, ·where pis the fraction of down-time of the . 
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so the efficiency of the line has, -increased with a gain in . 
. ~~ 
• ..,b~_.e:- ~-•\ 
~r . ., -:--· -
output of .09 or 11 per-cent of the previous output. This 
. . 
. . 
example does show an increase 1n .. effic1ency using the bunker 
but_ only, ior an infinite size s~orage. 
The work that has been accon,iplisn.ed ,in attempts by 
.other authors can now-be shown. 
' 
....... 
Loss ·Transfer Method '· 
. . ~ 
The first analysis or internal stores in·, a: :prpduct·1:ort 
~""\ 
line· was presented by Vladziyevskyl a;nd his met:ho·d -w--111.·'1>-e·· . 
presented next. 
.j .. -· 
The output interval (time between suc·c·e,s.s·ive·· units of 
~ ) 
·~·· 
out~t) for the 1th stage,is given by: (X0 )i = r +ti i 
with the distribution function 
/ 
, cycle ~ime and t 1 is the set-up time •. 
The mean output interval of the complete line must be 
~·· 
· greater than th~·maximum of the processing cyoles of the 
I, 
stages, and (Xc)~an) (ri)~x and the efficiency of the 
line is given by~, where 
'I a (T1)max·· .. ·,. 
{Xc)mean 
Also, unit productivtt.y of the lip.e, Q, is given· .:by-: · 
l. . . 
Vladziye·vsky·1 s method is presented in papers by 








. ' •. 
......... ~· 
·~..,.·,,1,.;.,· ••• n, ,;, '' ,•, ~,-., 00 0 C ,.,,.,/\ 
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. ': ... 
~ .... 
·Q = '1 = " <! ------ _.......,. __ .,• .. 
(Xc)mean (T1)~ax 
--,1: ,. ' 
.. 
• whe·re ~ is the tinle available. for using the line. 
. . 
.s;.. 
• J ...... 





I ,. •• , J tivity of a l_ine depends on its sepa·ra·ti9n· into a .larger 
dr smaller number of succes.si ve sections· connected to each 
-other by ·bunkers capable of storing the in-process units· 
or supplying input to the stage ·when there are no units 
. . 
being completed by the previous· stage·. 
In this appro~ch, · only the feeding of t:lle ·stage r·rom 
a previous one is_ incl-uded. The model· does not conaern 
itself with storing of material from a s.ta.ge if the suc-
ce.e,ding · stage is down. for any reason. ,· 
· In any line, there is a limit en ·the number ·of units 
,. 
to be allowed in a bunker storage. However, because the 
production times· of each stage varies about. some mean, the' .-,c--
. . .,....-. -, ---·· ... .:.~-=:-::::--, • 
production for one stage will exceed that of the next ~-
,--~· 
. 
.. stage at some point in time and at other times it will b.e 
less than that of the next ~tage. He.re, a pulsating type 
of store is in use, because at times the stage will feeq· 
the store and then.other times the ~tage will not but in 
-
each case the succeeding stage could sti~l be· drawing from·· 
A. 
that store. Therefore, the lower limit on the size of 
. ' 
. this store is zero and the upper limit ·is the_ allowable ... ., 
... 
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I ""' ,l 
. . G t " . . l ~ I 
.. ~. 
.. 
,,, •' The optimum capacity for buffers is.given in two 
• 
-
... • •• t 
ways. · If the criteria is· to minimize cost the capa,c_ity 
would be: 
..... 









and B1 is loss of 1th stage 
due to set-ups .• 
i 1-a1 
1-a where "a" la .a 1·os:s.: transf'er :: ... 
coeffici·ent: .(.po:rtl.on .of loss in the ~ 
' ' . 
::Pre.ceding: .stage whic··h is trans.re·rred. 
. to ;sJ1.·cce.:edi.ing._· .. ,:s·t:a-ge,s:) :. 
,S;c -~ ·s·et·-u_p lo.as of a: b:uf'fe'l:~i 
Eo 
e = E . where E0 is the co:st per un·i t time 
C 
of the 1.ine and: E'c is ·c .. osrt· per· ·un·:t:t 
t·1me of the ·burrer. 
... ,.· 
.r·r the criteria were to maximize ou.tput· :~ath:er :t·ha;n. 
.. · . 
.
. . · ..·.·· .. ····.·t· .. ·.· c:o·s ··. 
. . . . . ·'" 
;'i 
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0 (1+a) (e-1) 
l+Bc(e-2) 
• Figure 2.2 
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A summary of the above anallysis is wr·:ttten below 
for the cost minimization criterion: 
For B0= O,Bc= 0 (•0 ==1,'lc<l) 
' . 
For B0 =B0 =0{7J0 ='lc=l). 
For B0!9,Bc=0(10 =1,,c=l) 
.. ·. 
I ,. " 
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.... •. \., ' 
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· B0 b{e-1) 
n9= 
l+Bc(e-2) 
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similarly e-xpress·ed. - • 
The second part of Vla.dziyevsky 's so.lution. 11s to de-
termine the limit.ing size of the bunker stores. The value· 
of the portion of ioss in a stage which is passed to the 
next stag~ depe~ds upon the mean lev-el of the. buffer and 
statistical parameters of the production stages in a line • 
. Now, while this·method has been analytically extended 
to an n stage line .it has a serious defect. Th.e method 
can only t·ake care of forward delays. These delays are 
. 
caused by a succeeding stag~ being held up for lack of 
parts to work upon. Another delay (backward delay) must . 
.t,. 
be' considered in practical situations to take care of the 




While the previous method could be·described-as a. 
probabilistic ,model considering forward transfer .of losses, 
this next model used in studies by Finch (5) can be des-
cribed as a·stochastic model. This model includes the 
effects of stoppages· au·e to breakdowns and set-ups, but 
' . 
· is.not restricted to the balanced line (ali stages having 
the. same ·process time ·and ··setting· time distributions) 
r 
y 
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·which makes use· ·of 'this model.. The· fpllowing discussion · 
• 
• is limited to a two stage l~e·connec~ed by. a bunker but 
. ~,. 
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It should be noted that the number of state· possibilities 
does. increa~e rapidly. ·-: ...... _· 
·Consi~e:ring the .simple line shown below, the buffer 
I .• 
consisting of n. units serves as both a supply source for 
the second stage, ~nd a storage space ror the output of 




.1.nput - s 
- S2 -1 - B - Output 
.. 
0 s,Capacity S CD 
. Now, each stage· must be in one o·r· t:wo states: 
(a) working stage (denoted· by "Ou) 




. The problem is then to determine the effect of buffer 
size on the output of the two stage system~-(assuming a 
steady input into stage 1 and infinite storage at the 
.. output of sta_ge .2). At th~ same time, the optimum size 
. 
of the buffer is.desired. 
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The distributions· of working· and down-time ·w111· be· 
approximate9, by expohent.1a·1 distr,ibutions, 1 .. e., the 
-, 
probability that a working down state lasts at least t 
. ~µ t .. 
) minutes is equal to (e 1 ) where l/x1 and lfµ 1 are the 
- _\ . . .. 
mean working _and down-time distribµtions _respective·ly,_ 
for the 1th state. 
... . 
·Each stage of a line is characterized by the follow-
ing parameters: 
' 
. 11=1/~1 ~ mean working time duration 
~ 
m1•1/µ 1 = mean down-time duration 
. , 
h1 = work rate 
i/h1 =work.cycle time or process time 
u = ~/ µ .. 
. 1 The work cycle time is assumed constant •. 
. . . 2 
First, the probability that in a given·state. the 
:: buffer contii'ins n units when the system is in steady 
····-~·····.,,-~,, .. ,., 
1rn the case studied by Finch {automobile assembly 
this is a reasonable assumption. 
line) 
( 2 . 
-: There are four possible states in a two stage system: 
1(.0.,0) both s'·tages workipg, 2. (1,0) first stage down, . 
second stage working, 3.(0{1) first stage working, · · 
second stage down,. 4.(1,lJ·both stages down·. . - · 
•• " -·~ .... _.·.·.: 
.. : ·.·{; ··;. "" 
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· •. 
:state, and· tne prObability dfstribution of the output 
•. 
~ . -
. . " . ' 
·::· duri~g each or-· the states, must be calculated. 
' 
To calculate the gain of :a line containing two stages 
. 










bunker, only the case' of h1~~ need be considered when 
the first stage ~is down for· set-up or repair.· In t·he 
- ' 
other cases, .the output of' the· line· will be the same for 
~ 
. ' . ·. ' 'th. 
both sy'stems. Let PJ be the output during the j (1,0) · 
st~te' . ( 1. e., first stage .down, second 'stage working) and 
gk the output dur~ng the kth (0,0) state; no line output 
when the second stage is down. Durtng a time interval T 
the system will have undergone m-1 changes of state. It 
wi,Il have been in the "state (0,0). 11\ times and in the 
state (1,0) ~ times. .The gain in output produced by a 







. . - . . . ' - , . . ,_ -
Queue Model. · 
I 
The production line di.scussions so ·far have .been ·con-
. ' 
cerned with work· cycle time (for a proqu·cti~n state) whic-h 
. . 
. .. ·, 
, ,:• .. :'• 
•· 
..I• 
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-asswned to be a tandem se~vicing sta·t1on with each section-.,. 
. providirl.g service at a mean -rat~:) with exponenti?·l ser-
... e 
vice- time, then we have a system which can. be des~ribed in 
. q a mathematical sense as a queueing system . 
/. ~ Consider a production line --or the form in Figure 2 .1 
-(II) .. · The cycle time of each stage (cycl.e time ·includes 
.. 
production a.nd1 set-up) 1s assumed e;ponentially distri-
. buted •. Also, it's assumed· that -material enters the line: 
at _a. mean rate -~ which has a· Poissom dis-tribution., i.,e· ._:, 
~ 
•· ·the .probability that n units enter the sy·stem···:in time 
~ 




where ~ is the ·<mean number that 
q. 
·n 
'\ -A p - " e 
n n! 
enters in the time interval. This ty.pe, .of. line has been 
' treated by Jackson (12) arid Hunt {'1.1). Also, Burke (2) •· 
has sl1own t·hat 11' ·the input to the first stage is Poisson, 
. then the steady state distribution of the numb·er of ser-
vice comp;i.etions. in an ·arbitrary tim.:e int>erval is the· same· 
as the input distribution. If the buffer. between stages 
is 1rif1nite, tire input to the second stage is ··a1S'o ' 
. 
Po·1sson. In· this .case the relationships already developed 
• . 17 
. f'c)r simple queue systems can be used and the results ex-
tended to tandem systems. From these results, the· -
.,, : ,. required in-process stora·ge can be eva1·uated to produce. a 
given outpu_t for the system. 
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. If pi= >./µ 1 where p1 is the service factor .or utili-





p0 =1-pi=probab1lity that no units are in the stage l 
- pi2 
wi= --= average .number of parts waiting· in front 1-p . . 
2 .· 2 
=W w i 
1 
of the stage . 
• . _ 2 p~3 
- w = = variance of number of units· 
i 1-p i 
· waiting in front --~of the stage. 
lt's assumed that.units are accepted by a-stage one 
·at a time, in the order of arrival and that µ is the 1 . 
~cceptance rate. 
The probability that the queue wil:l.- .pe of lengtq n· 
n 
p =p (1-p) n . 
• J 
and the desired confidence interval can be -ob·t-ained by . 
summing the probabilities in the tail of the distribution 
and finding n such that 
00 L p n ~ • os or • 01 • 
n 
The above equa.tiona ~re first appr0ximations to the 
. . 
correct values for the distributions an~ have used the 
. ' . ' 
. ···~ , .... ,_ .. ,,_,... 
results which queueing theory gives.when an infinite store 
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. -be some .finite capacity. . . 
I 
. . 
· ·Hunt (11) has ·discussed ··several exam·ples of sequ.en-·. 
tial arrays of waiting lines,which can be conside-red as 
production lines. His four cases ·are broken down as 
fo.llows: 
,, Case 1:. Infinite queues in front C.l:f e,a.ch .. sta-ge · 
~ (inf'inite bunkers). 
Case 2: . No :queues allowed except in front of the-
. first stage where an infinite store is allowed • 
.. 
' . 
·case 3: Finite queues in front of each stage except 
in front of the first stage where an infinite store 
·• is allowed. 
Case 4: No queues and no vacant facilities ar·e 
allowed exc~pt that the first stage may have an 
infinite queue (conveyor line with no bunkers). 
Hunt's stu~y was concerned primarily with evaluatiop 
. 
. of the mean number of units in the system, n, and maximum 
possible .utilization, p max. ·. 
Case 1 is the standard for comparison and represents 
. 
-the lowest possible val·ue of n for a given utilization. 
. • l Case 2 differs. very little from Case 1 for mean number of I 
units in the system but is markedly different if the . 
maximum possible utilization is concerried. Sine~, in 
' . 
. . 
· - Cas_e 4, no empty st·ages are allowed, the mean nwnber of 
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. decreales, The mean n~b8r of units in the system for · ·· 
. t -· ,-(Jr, ... 1 . ,;·• 




· Case 3,-· the more interesting from a practical size~ 
' 
-bunker· storage viewpoint, increases the maximum possible 
utilization with .increasing bunker capacity and approaches· 
-
-
unity •. As the number of stages increases more storage is 
; 
required between stages to obtain an equal utilization for~ 
that of a two· stage system. 
'!'he data supplie-d by Hunt is shown in· the following 
figure with only the number of units in the queue being 
( 
of interest. 
· In a practical case, the assumption of ·a ·Poisson in-
put may not be a good one since in many cases the input 
(_ 
is fixed or subrect to ~. smaller variation than that 
charac-cerized by the Poisson distribution. Nonetheless, 
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Figure. 2 .3 , Calculated .-Values of p max,· the Maximum Possible Utilization. · 
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ti'·' 
. · ... Comparis.0;11 ,or Resul t*3 
. · Because o'f different . assump.tions .made in= .the models· 
' ' 1' 
. '/• discussed any direct comparison is dif,f'i_cul t. The . queue-
ing· model assumes·· a random input arrival to the line·, 
with a random expopential service, while the others 
assume a constant arrival rate and service times which 
are a con-s~ant plus ·some exponentially distributed ·varia- · 
tion about that constant·. The constant arrival rate to. 
the 11r:ie assures that ·ti.ere will always be a unit avail-
able to the first stage while with the random arrival 
this is not assumed. 
Also, comparison made must~only be for a two st,ag-.e. 
system since the stochast·ic and queueing models get much 
too .. complicated for longer lines. These methods we.rae 
• 
a presented to give some idea of. work which has been done. 
As can be seen, even for the investigation of two stage 
systems previous work has been very limited with very 
restrictive assumptions being made. 
The loss transfer method assumes that the loss of a 
. 
I 
, · line is the sum of the losses of the individual stages. 
-aowever, when several stages ·are down simultaneously 
there.is only one loss. The loss transfer.model further 
assumes that the distribution of the number of units in_ . 
. 
the. bunker is symmetrical. In the queueing model with 
expon~ntial -service or the stochastic model this is. not 
. . 
-· 
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, . The queueing model doesn't take down-time into a-c..:. 'V,, '. --· ~ .- '· . • • ·-"'. ' ., .. -. ~ . 
]'· 
,' ~ .. 
... ( 
-count· as presented, but it cou~d be added b·y considering 
the service time as an overall output .interval. . · 
, .. 
One factor .. that makes the queueing model an interest-
ing one :fs the fact that.it's the only model of those-
presented that includes not only delays from bunkers being 
empty, but also from bunkers being full. S_ince bo.t,h 
fact.ors are important in the practical ca_s.e, a mod~l 
.s~ould include both types of delays. 
The only model of' those presented wh:ich could 'be 
easily extended to an n stage production line, is, the 
' queueing model. Howe'ver, the assumption of exponential., 
arrivals and service times is too restr1.ct1ve to ··be of , 
practical value. The other two models, as presented can-
not be extendeq. _easily or.- accurately because of th.e 
numerous existing solution possibilities. In the stochas-
tic model the s-tate possib111 ties increase by the function 
n 3 where n is the number of stages 1n the line. For a 
3 stage line there are 27 state possib~liti~s to examine •. 
The simulation model to be used in a later chapter 
; 
is an extension of Vladziyevsky's Loss Transfer Method,-
-taking into account· the forward and back de·lays .- A. com-
-plete·1y analytical solution 1s not attempted and the ap-
proach then allows a g~neralization to an n-stage produc-
tion line. · 
•, 
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HYPOTHESIS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
·-
.· -. ·,, 
.. ~..... ·.: . 
Hypothesis 
It has been proven that an ,·infinite capacity: bu-ffer 
storage between production s~ages does decr~ase delay 
. ' time in a line. It remains to-be shown that a smaller 
. 
capacity buffer will also decrease del_ay time. The 
., hypoth~sis of this pap~r. is that the ~resep.ce of a finite= 
buffer capacity betw~en stages will decrease delay time, 
thereby_ increasing unit_ output per unit t~e-. Al·so, 
... ~ ......... ~ ·--··- -- --- --g ez:ie ra-1 rules for _determining a ~minimum --buf·fe,:r capacity _ 
.. 
.. 
-_- will be investigated. 
To accomplish the above purpose a simula-t-,1on ·p:rograrn: 
(t·o be described in Chapter IV) was written for the: simu--
.-lat ion of actual production· line operation·. Then,. :b,y· 
varying parameters of· the line various effects can ~e 
demonstrated. The -purpose _of this ipvestigation is two-
fold·. First, effects of varying production time- means 
and variances will be investigated·. Then; produ_c.tign time 
dist·ributions other .than the normal will be used to deter-. 




~ The criteria .ro·r determining an op·t1mum .capacity 
·buffer wl.11 be unit delay time in the line. The minimum • 
-
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assumed the optimum capacity. A.fter this value is-deter..: · 
'"· 
mined, further increase in capacity should not signifi-
. ·cantly decrease unit delay time but a- decrease in capacity 
· should- result in a significant delay time increase. · A · 
one-tailed, t-test·will be used to evaluate the resulting 
delay times. 
ABswnptions 
The following assumptions and initial conditions were 
. 
made tO allow easier formulation of the model, but should 
-~.t 




A. S1mpl.1fy1ng assumptions: 7 . 
,·/· 
l. All bunkers are started empty in the 
simulation program . . 
2. · An in.finite size storage is present t 
in front of ~tage one for supplying 
uriits to the line. 
·· 3 ~ An infinite size storage is present 
at the output of the line to supply 
storage for units .finished by th·e line .. 
. . 
B-. Assumptions made in testing of parameters: · 
J l. Ba~anced line-:-Each stage of' the line 
: . ' 
:~~ 
, 
has· the same mean- production time. -· 
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' . . .. ~ ';~ .. : .~·/>,·2'1· 
· . 3. ·:aurrers will ·b·e present be.tween each· 
. . 
·~ ~t- \~r · i- · · . 
stage of production. 
As mentioned above, these assumptions are not neces- · 
· ·.sary f'or operation or for use of the model. As will -be 
seen in tne desc~1pt1oi:i in later chapters, these factors . 
could be changed. 
The normal distribution was sel.ected for representa-
tion of production times in the initial simulations. As 
shown by Lind (14 ) .. this distribution 1-s a good ,approx~ma-. 
tion for the production times. The actual distributions 
can vary from approximately a normal distribution to a 
"' 
Pearson Type II or Type III. Therefore, after initial 
runs have been made to investigate parameter effectsr th~ 
gamma distribution will be used to give a skewed repre-
sentation of times. I_n the production pr.ocess there is 
~ 
usually a lower limit on the actual time but the upper 
limit is not equally displaced from the mean. The upper 
limit is actually displaced further from the mean and a· 
skewed distribution is then applicable • 
. One other distribution will be used to demonstrate 
some properties 1n general. The uniform distribution, 
while not a good representat.ion of production times, 




dis-tri~ution, certain parameter prope_rties ·~or .the -simulated.·_·· 
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•. CHAPTER IV· 
. 
. 
· · · EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
.. · .. 
. - . ', 
• 
To test the hypothesis presented in the ·previous 
chapter, a simulation program was developed to describe 
the production line with buffers between each production 
stage. Various parameters were- then varied and the results 
are shown in Appendix D • 
. Next:, different .distributions were used 1n the simula-
t·1on program to determine any general effects. 
The line to be simulated is described in t.he f'ollowing 
figure. 
. put 
r ( ,Out put 
- s1 - B2 S2 B3 
-J J . - . 3n--l 
t 
s1 - Production stage 
Bi - Bunker storage 
- Bn-1 -
~ 








difference ·in production rates between stages-. Two types 
of A.elays are involved: a forward delay and a back delay • 
. ,
Both are due to -th:e variation of the production times 
about some mean • 
.• 
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S1lllulat1on P~;s;r,am . ~-/ . 
I 
' (,J • 
\ 
To simulate the operation of.a production line it is 
necessary tor a simulator tq include certain-prop~rties of 
that line. ·For the simulation of a line with bunker 
stores, the following functions must be perfonned: 
. . :: 
.r 
1. Keep a sum of time used to produce present_ 






Record the current status of a·11 bunker storages. 
Detennine the first· non-empty bunker. 
Update the bunker storages as a production stage 
finishes processing a unit. 
" 
Compute a delay time when a production s-tage is 
delayed due to a bunker-being·full or, empty and 
-the next stage not being able to pass on a com-
pleted unit. 
6·. If the preceding bunker is not empty, decrease 
that bunker by one unit and note that the stage 
1s busy processing. If ·the bunker is empty,- the 
____ stage is noted ·as not processing. Then when the-
previous stage finishes a unit this st·age can 
receive that·un1t immediately. Until then, 
however, the stage has been delayed • 
If stages a~e.stopped due to either f'ull or 
·empty bunkers, these stages will beg~n operation 
I • 
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··9:·. 
or a buffer 18 ·no longer full •. 
;, · 8. As a bunker completes a unit and ac-cept_a _the next 
unit· a new p:rocesa time· is• selecte·d from ·the dis-
tribution and added to the present total time • 
• 9. The next available production stage is determined~ 
from a timetable look-up. 
I 
. 10. As the·nth stage completes a unit, add one to 
finished units. 
· 11. Repeat the p~evious steps until the ·r1nished 
·units equal the desired number~.to be processed. 








. n, = Idle time of nth stage waiting for 1th unit·to 
,. 
arrive at nth stage. 
' ~ l\i, 1 • Delay at nth stage experienced by it:.fi: unit waiting 
to move. to nth bunke.r stage. 
Tn 1 = Total time required.for stage n to process the 1th , . 
item.· 
P(~) = Probability that the nth bunker stage is empty at 
' 
the time unit· :t· moves out of the }?.th production-
stage. 
; .--.. 
· 1 . -
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. .... 
· the time· production stage n h·as finished processing . ,,), . 
. 
'•. 
item 1 . 
. , 
·N 6 Total number of producti.on stages. in.. the 11:ne .. 
Now, 
. ;. ( 2) 
. Equation . (2) represents a, .forward delay :a.rid results 
... ,~ 
.from the pro_oess time of the n-1 stage for the 1th item, 
which is a longer period of time than the production time 
. 
. 1 
of tn,e nth· stage for the 1-1 unit, an<;i the probability 
that the nth bunker will be empty at the- t·ime the 1-1· unit 
moves into the nth bunker. The stage :is id.ie unt:11. the 
· n-1 stage has f"inished processing. th:e · ith µ.nit .. 
' 
.. , ~ 
,, 
Equation (3} represents a back delay and results 
, ..... from the process time o.f the n+l stage for the 1-1 unit 
being greater than the production time of the .nth stage 
for the 1th unit, and the probability that the n+l bunker 
will be full at the time the 1th unit tries to move into 
that bunker. The nth stage must then sit idle; holding 
. 
· the 1th unit until stage n+l f'inishes :the processing of 
.-unit 1-1. 
..,.. 
1The n-1 stage is p_rocessing the 1th \l;n:it., ,a,.nd t-he h·th 
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.Row, letting l\i 1 = Pn 1+Dn 1, we· have from (l) ar1d 
. • I I . I 
. 
. ... 





·but we also know that 
(5) . i I 1 1 = [T . 2 i-P l 1 l] .• P(E . ) n-, n-, n-, - n-1 
' Q 
since the same conditions exist for t-he n.-lst stage. o.f 
.. 
prqduction as in the nth stage. 
Equation (6) shows the rel-ation of the variabl-es 1'n-
volved with Tn,i bei_ng the total time for stage n to 
process item 1. To find the total delay time at that 
-
stage, it 1s· necessary to _subtract ·rrom this total time, 
the ac~ual production time Pn, 1 • Appendix B shows the' , 
full development of the- equation in closed form. 
(6) T = R +I n,i n,1 n,i-:::;· 
n-1 J 
where 1n,1 and· 
_,._ N-1 ·. J 
· 1-L+n 
= Pn,1+ I: 
J=n 
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. The two parameters, probability ·or the nth bunker . ~ .. -~-' 
. 
being empty at time 1, {P(E1 )):, and probability of the nth . . n . . . . , bunker b·eing f'.ull at time i, (P(F!)), are functions, not 
only of the previous stage or following stage, but also of 
each preceding stage or following one. -The probabilities · 
depend upon the length or t·ime to proc-es~ each unit ·before . I' 
processing the 1th unit since. the times vary ab~ut_ the 
. . 
same mean time. Because of this fact a direct analytical 
.. 
solution is not practical. The probability terms, even if 
a mathematical representation were possible, would involve 
too many variables to be .of practical value. Therefore, 
based on the previous analysis a simulation program was 
written which will perform the above-described functions. 
The simulation program written for_ this experiment is · 
des-cribed in the flowchart (Appendix A). As can be seen, 
the limit on size of bunkers must be fixed for a specific 
simulation. - lt is not necessary ,that all bunk~r · storages 
be the same capacity. 
Next, a production·· time distribution must be assumed, 
although the s1mula·tor is not limited to any particular 
cs.-
·' 
j distribution. -JVIanufact\l.ring processes, whether machine or 
o.perator controlled, show some inhe~ent variation about 
their mean .Production rates varying· from approx,imately 
normal (14) .to positively skewed distributions similar tc;, .. · 
the · Pearson Type III curve. The ref ore·, the qorm.al was 
•. .., ...... ' 
30 .. ~ 
.: ' . ·• 
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· used and if down-times had been included they would be· 
descr-ibed by ·an e-xponential distribution. 
To simulate the operation of a production 11ne, the 
program l operates in the fallowing manner:: 
. 1 i, Process times for each stage in-the line are 
selected from a normal distribution genexp.tor •· 
·2. · · Add those times to the sum of all previous opera-
. 3<. 
.. ,,.. 4 .. 
tion times.· 
Determine which stage finishes processing a uni:t 
first (a variable clock is used for timing of tne 
·line ope»ations) • 
eurrent status of· preceding and succeeding bunker 
. ~ 
storages are checked to determine whether or n<;>t 
this unit can be moved and if another unit can be 
brought into this stage for processing. 
:5. - If the succeeding bunker is not full, · add a unit· 
to that bunker. If full,. hold unit at stage. 
To show the operation of the simulation program in 
processing and·storing·un1ts, the following discussion 
. ' 
will perform the operations manually for a two stage line 
separated by one bunker with a maximum size of one unit. 
Initially the bunker is empty and both production 
stages have unit·s to process. Figure 4.2 is a diagram of · 
-
the following p~ocess • 
. 1. Select.processing times from a distribution:. 
• 
31 
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, 
First stage. - 1.2 minutes 
. . 
Second stage - 1.4 minutes 
Determine stage finishing first (stage 
I . 
1). 
3. The storage is empty, so the unit -from the first 
is added t,o the bunker .• 'W 
' 4. Select a new processing time for production 
stage one - 1.3 minutes. 
. ' 
Determine .next stage to complete a unit .(stage ·2). 
-6. Add one to _finished parts counter. 
7. The bunker has a unit, so ·decrease bunker by .o.ne 
unit and select process -time for stage 2 -
0 .8 minutes.. . 
. 8. Determine next stage· to complete p~ocessing -
stage 2. 
,_ 
9. Bunker is empty so stage 2 is delayed until s.t.tig.e_: 
1 compl~tes pr~essing ·0.5 minutes later •.. 
', 
10. At 2.5 minutes, stage 1 will have completed 
processing its unit and because the bunker is 
. 
empty with stage 2 not busy, the unit will be 
passed directly to stage 2, through the bunker 
_ and new process times ·selected for each stage. 
·-· 
The above. process is completed wi~h delays required 
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Finished 0 1 2 3 Units ; 
I Figure 4.2 Sequential cycles to show operation of a line with Bunker Storage 
.,. 
The simulator was run for lines wit}} 5 .., 6 and 10 
' ~ stages." . For each line length, the mean or· the- -normal dis-
. tribution was varied from 2 .5 uiinutes to lb minutes wi·th 
··{:; 
·standard deviations of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 for 
each mean value. 
··After these initial runs using the normal distribu- · 
tion, the uniform distribution was used with the same 
means and the.ranges equaling up to plus and minus half 
the mean. The results obtained will be discussed tn 
_Chapter V. 
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. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
-~ 
Determination of the Steady State Condition 
Before any simulation runs were made it was necessary 
to detennine that the production line had arrived at a 
steady state operating condition.. This is a necessary re-
• quirement if a production line's true ope~ating conditions 
are to be simulated. Until the line reaches steady state 
,, the true effects of-buffer stages would.not·be realized. 
• Th-e output rate of the line will start at some value and ·~ 





the output rate increases. The problem i_s then to deter-
mine how many units must be processe.d b:y the line before 
steady state is reached~ 
To detect arrival at the steady state condition for 
·the production line, control charts were used. While the 
most common use of .control charts is to monitor a process 
which is already in control they can be applied to other 
. ' . 
situations. In the application to- be describe.d it is 
n_ecessary to determine when the output rate is "under 
control" or has reached the steady state output rate. 
The output time per unit {reciprocal of output rate) 
. -of the production line was used as input to an X and R 
chart program. _ To decrease. the number._ of input· data. 
-points to the X and R program the output time was sampled_ 
. . -,r,t, 34 
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after every 10 units, or finished ou·tpu.t. Sample groups of 
' 3 data points were used to give an indication of fluctua-
-tion between successive samples of output rate •. The X 
' 
chart program output .gives a plot of the output rate and 
_ shows the output time per unit C(?nverging to some steady . 
. state value-. The range (~) portion of the ·program gives 
• 
a plot of the difference between the highest and low~st 
value within the_ subgroups of 3 data point-a.. By using 
-this ,output in conjunction with the X plot=-~·the number of 
. -
units to reach steady stat_e can be determined. As a 
further determination of whether the process has reached 
steady state the control chart program was used with in-
put data starting at that point where steady state· was 
indicated from the 1pitial runs. From this _point an addi-
tional sample of 5000 units was finished by the simulated 
line, with periodic sampling of the output as before to 
.make certain the process remains under control (steady 
·state). It was noted that once the steady_state output 
had been reached, fluctuation of output time data was 
• 
within control limits. 
Using ~he_ above-descr_ibed4,:>rocedure, ·.the number of 
. units to reach steady state was detennined for various 
combinations of means and.standard deviations for the 
. ,r 
.. r-
'~. . . 
.-
normal distribution of the production times. The primary· ~ 
contribution to di.ffering lengths of time to-reach steady . 
' 
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• • ·'.C • • • '·~·-·-~ •. ··.·.·, ~s~ate · cElll\e · r~om the standard devtat1·on. 
' . . . ~ 
~ppendix c:·con~ 
.. 
: · .. · ta ins a piot · o.f uriits. required. to. reach steady state·, 
,. 
' 
· -. · versus the buffer storage capacity •. The plots are. made 
... 
·~· .... , ·\ ., 
for varying stang.ard dev·iation.· From these graphs it will 
b-e noted that the maximum number of finished uni ts for . . ..,, . 
. 
. 
. reaching the st·eady state was 720 units. For ease· of pro-
grammlng and to further insure a steady state condition 
all future runs were.~ made with output samplin~· started at 
. 
. 
1000 units and running for ·3000 ·more units. Using a 
normal· distribution to· simulate production times a good 
estimate of out·put time per. finished unit is then obtained. 
- General Effects .of Parameter Variation 
The simulation program was ·run with variation .. of 4: 
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.·This number of runs. represents· 30 hours of IBM ·360/50 com-
pllter time or over 4 -minutes -;~r run. Appendix D con ta ins 
. . 
· ·4 graphs showing 'the effec·ts on, out_put time in excess o.f the 
.. mean time per unit for values of the vari9us parameters. 
This time _in excess of the mean. can be directly attributed . 
to a delay time per unit as describ_ed in Chapter rv': As · 
t-hese graphs show, ~the aurves are almost parallel and 
diffe~ only· in rel.~tive. level as a function of the standard 
deviation and number. of stages in .a line. The most notice-
able diffe:r,ence between curves is directly attributable to 
' . ~ 
the standard deviation, and. for a constant standard dev.ia~ 
.,.. 
·t·ion, varying the other parameters produces a family of' 
cti:r-v:es with litt-1··e va·riation within the family. However, 
. ~ 
t .. he standard dev~a.t:ton changes ·the level of the curves 
drastically. · A~-- cah be seer1 011 [~:r.jar,h 1, vrj_th a mean of , 
. . 
2. 5 minutes, ··w.hen the standard deviation be game a large 
percentage of the mean the curves are raise~ to a high 
level for sma~l buffer capaciti~s. 
' t 
It will also be no.ted that f'or all combinations of 
.-.. 
parameters tpe o~tput time: in excess of the mean appears :. 




IV{equation 2) ·forwa~d delay: · . i · .· 
'- · . In,l = [Tn-l.,i-Pn.,1-1] • P(~). -· 
(equation 3) back delay: · · · 1 · 
, Dn,1 = [Tn+i.,1-1-Pn.,1] • P(Fn+l). 
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· ... to ·app:[loach .. so~e · equilibrium condition, diff~ring· as ·a 
\ _. . " .. 
~ 
ftmction· of the standard deviation. The variation due· to. 
' ' 
... , . t.he'· nUD1ber of stages has all but di·Bappeared ·except. when 
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the s·tandard deviation is or· a magnitude equal to the 
mean. Even for thes~ larg_e variations about the mean it 
can be- seen that the· curve converges to some value with a -
.bunker of 10 unit capacity. 
" 
·-Effects of Product-iqn Line Length on Delay Time · 
When a comparison of curves ro·r the various means is 
made_ 1 t -becomes apparent that delay tim~ increases as a 
function of line lerigth. This result is to be expected 
' 
since -the :number- of t iriles the la-st stage .. in the line is 
delayed ·is a functio·n of the condition of the preceding 
buffer st.orage. This buffer.will be empty, causing 
.. ~-
delays, ·whenever the next to last stage falls behind the 
( 
last stage by enough time to deplete .the storag-e between 
the stages. Sinc·e the output rate of a stage:_ is dependent 
upon the con~ition bf the storage preceding it, with ·more 
stages in a production line there are ·mo.re buffer storages 
and production stage~ to affect the last stage. Therefore, 
· the more delay~ in a line the lower output and eff~ciency 
' 
.. 
of the line .. Efficiency here is defined as the ratio of 
,.,: . . 
mean distributi.o~. time to actual output mean time. As the· 
storage ca_pacity is inc·reased to 2-3 or more units the 
aboye-described situation ·has- changed.· Now the. length of 
. ., 
·-
. 'i. . 
· 3··a· .. ·· ·, . .. . 
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. the' ·11ne has small -effect·. on.-delay_ time in the ·line .and 
.. 
the delay times oeo·ome. approximately equal. 
~ 
While ·some of the effects described above were. sus.-
pected beforehand and logical explanations found, the' 
.. 
extremely .small number of units needed to provide a 't>"uf- : 
fering ~ction was ~ot expected. This capacity of a buff~r 
· does· n.ot impl.y a constant level· of units in a buffer since 
each stage has a di-stri~u'tion for the product:Lon times. 
H~wever, having a-~~pacity greater than zero does allow 
. for variations between stages. Then unles·:.s: s·tandard 
d-e-v1a·ti_ons a,re very large only small buff:e··:rs are· necessa.vy 
. ~ 
-~.-. 
to· smooth the- effects due to va.cying pro~u-c·t10~ times,: •.. 
-Effects of Varying the Standard Deviation 
As the standard deviation is increased for the !• 
various simula.tion runs it l;>ecomes apparent that the 
~-
~-
standard devi.ation ha.-s: ·a great effect qn the output 
l;l.IJ.i.ts·/·t1rne. In fact,· as· :the curve·s in each of the 4 
• 
. g-raphs a:re examined it will b.e· not_ed that .~.orr1e· gen.eiral 
~esults can be stated. 
'• 
When the ratio of standard deviation to the mean 
( t1/µ) is less than 0.5 a buffer capacity of three units 




unit to a minimum. This fact describes all values of the 
• 
... 
mean i·used up to· ~his point. Any further increase .in 
. . buffer< .. capacity · will not decrease delay t·ime in the line. · -
• . \~ 3 ' • 
. .. ·... .. 
. . 
•. 'l. :• 
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' . :~rn the· ratio of-.stan·dard deviati'on to the mean 
" · exceed~. o .. 5. _the previousiy discu-ssed rule doesn't apply. 
.. . . ; 
For thes·e cases, as seen in the graphs (Appendix D) ·the · 
-
. 
curves do not ·1evel out wit~ a b~ffer ca~acity of three 
units. In. this ca-se a capacity of five or more units is 
_required •. In the p~actic~l case, ·however, a ratio of more. 
I 
·than 0.5 ·wo1.ild not be realized since the 2 ,s - limits would 
..... ,. produce nega-tive times at the lower end of this distribu-· 
. 
tion .: Jt :~a·tio o~f :0 .25 or less is proba_b.ly the more real.-
·, 
.... , 
Extension of Previous Findings· 
From the previously. described analysi:s it ca.ii be :se.:en-
,· that the length of a line, while having some-· .,e.ffec'.t on 'the: 
...;1 
. 
. m-in:i.mum valu..e: :of qelay. time :in a. p~.oduction 11n·e, has veey .. 
:l:itt-le .e.f-fect- on t:he requj_req bU·ffer capacity. Since the 
next step in ·the irivestigat-1:oh is to use production times 
· of lower values .J.higher o·utput rate)· ·i.t is desirable to 
decrease the number of runs required. For some initial 
runs, line lengths of 5· and 10 stages we.re used but as 
seen with lower output rates, only the minimum delay time 
is affected. . Since this investigation is concerned pri-. 
mari:ly .with buffer capacity a decision was made to carary· 
. I 
·-out f!lrt~er simulations using only a line _len~th of 5 
stages~ When distr:Lbutions -~f- production times other 
.... 
than t·he normal were. used the number of production e_ta,g_e.s 
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/' 
· . ·we~e agai~ varied but there was no. increase· in· ~eq~ired 
·~uffer capacity~ 
,,i-· 
. . . The area' ·of inve.etigation was .. extended to an output 
. 
time per unit of 0.05 minutes (600 units per hour). The· 
following ·par~meter values were used. 
·1-, 
.tr. 






. ·4 .i, 










meter values for 
the production 
times were used 










. ,.- ~ Figure 5 .2 Normal .. distribution parameter values. 
A graph extending the area of cove.rage to .the pre-
.. 
... 
viously indicated values of t_he m·earf are shown. in .Appendix 
E. F!lom these .curves it can be seen t·hat, depending upon 
I 
the value of output time per unit, the buffer capacity 
i:,.eeded to ·reduce delay time will vary. As the outp~t time 
per unit decreases (output·rate increase~) the buffer 
. . 
- ..:, 
capacity necessary for smoothing produqtion will increase. 




should take more· units of buffering for an output .rate ·or 
•' 600 units. per hour than for 6 units per hour. 
;-1··-', 
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· · · To .make further .st:·a:-tements about buffer'~ capacities 














·. -required to re.ach the -minimtim delay time it is necessary· -. . . . . . ' . 
. 
-~,t~ ·aefine· t_he point: on· the·. curve _which is considered the 
_ minimum value. _F_or_..my work it was define.a as the p9int at 
,. 
which the delay t-ime. equa_ls i .5. _times the minimum value 
. found. on the curve • · Since the curve in all cases converges 
___ to some value ·this seems to be a reasonable assumption. , 
If ·a· higher value of delay time is cons·idered reasonable, 
the· results ·will still be applic.able.· However, the value 
of buffer capacity ~ould be lower in all. cases. 
After it was concluded that buffer capacity does 
. 
~., 
.. increase with a-~- decrease of output time per unit, the 
graph in Figur~ 5.3 was made·. . / This graph shows the output 
, 
'. time per unit versus buffer cap~city required -to reach the 
minimwn delay time as described above. With this curv_e. 
plotted on semi-·log paper the data points fo-llow an almos-t 
straight line. A linear regression program was used to 
determine the best fit for the data.- The following figure·· 
shows the linear regression results with the equat'ion of 
-~····- ' 
, the line describing the data. The input to the linear 
regression program was ln y rather than y to give the 
relationship y ~ Ae~"Bx. Also, 1n A was calculated by the 
program and nec~ssary conversion was .. made to give-;i the 
r l 
J.. value or A. 
: . ~· . 
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· Linear Regression ·Analyst·~ '. . 
· · .. ·. ·-Bx lny=lnA-Bx, y=Ae 
.: .,.. 
B=-0.086 
A= 3.251 , 
R=-0.9953 (COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION) 
STD lnA=O .128 (STANDARD DEVIATION OF A.) 
· STD B=O .004_1 (STANDARD DEVIATION OF B) .. 
ANOVA 
SOURCE OF SUM OF 
... 
VARIATION. · SQUARES DOF MEAN SQUARE 
DUE TO, 
REGRESSION 











Figure ·5 .4 . Line·ar Regression Resu.lts 
-
~tension·to _Other Distributions of Production Times 
. . 
S1nce the correlation between buffer capa~ity and 
. :· 
· o~tput time p_er. unit is high it becomes necessary to know 
:h·ow th·e production time distribution effects the line. 
. .If· changing the. distribution of times w.ill produce the 
same res.ults as noted _for ·the normal distribution general 
" 
observations can then be made-about buffer capacities. 
" 
.The gamma and uniform distributions .were used 1n further 
. simulations. With·.· .. the samples· used a ra~ge of density·. 
·--runctions has· been c"overed., · and general statements c.an 
· be. ·made. 
.. :-,:: .· 
.... -... 44 
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Results of using the various dis·trlbuti·ons are sho·wn · 
on g~aphs in Appendix E. As ·will be noted the same type·_ 
• • ' 
-t, .• 4 ... of curves have resulted as those· shown· for t·he normal ~ 
. 
distribution. 
· · With the above curves demonstrating the ·s;ame effect 
a.s. those discussed earlier it was dete·rm1ned, through use 
.of an analysis of variance,. that the distribution of pro~ ' 
. 
, duction times does not have a significant effec.t on buffer 
,· 
capacity required. The ANOVA table is shown in the 
·following figure along with the data used for the analysis. 
·"· :. 
1. Q:._.l; 
~·· ~:·· '() .3· 
3 .. , 0.4 









Normal Uniform -Gamma ,., 
40 41 39 
27 ···26 29 
"';':. 
·, 
~ 23 g 21 23 
19 18 18 
ANOVA TABLE · 
' Sum of Degrees of Mean F 
Squares Freedom Squares Ratio 
; 
•. 
798.000 3 266 .ooo 187 .8' 
.•. 1.500 2 0. 750 O •. 529 
(AB) 8.500 6 1.417 
808.000 :.l-·l 
· ~Not significant .. · 
' -Figure 5 .·5 ANOVA Table to show effect of 
production time distributions 
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The F ratio for the 99% confidence .i~terval 1,s · · ·. 
,_~.,- . I 
• 
. 
_ .. _F2 ,6 = 10~92 and for 95% confidence 1S 5 .14. The, obs~rVed 
ratio· .1~ 0:.529 and 1s not s:1:gn1r1cant. rt can· then· be .. 
' 
. 
con~luded that tl1e distribution of P.roduct L9n times does 
not have a signifidant effect on the required buffer 
capacity .• It then follows·that the equation: 
'.· ., ... _ .. 




x = Requited ·buffer capacity 
.......... - -- - ---· 
. 
· will, in gene~al, pr.o.yid.e the required b.til~'~"~r capacity 
for any given outpu ..t rate which· eqtia.ls th·e reciprocal of 
y (output time) .. 
. . . . 
Effect of Large Output Time Per Unit 
While the buffer. capacity is inversely_proportional 
·to the output time per unit as shown on the graph (Figure 
.. 5~3), there is a lower limit for buff~r c~pacities. With 
· an output time per .ti.nit greater than 2.5 mlnutes the 
optimum capacity approaches unity. This fact restric·ts: 
.· use of the· model to line output rates of ,:)·.1 er 24 uni ts 
per hour and its usefulness will primarily :be in machine 
processes.. It should be no.ted that for any· Otrbput rate, 
. 
. 
some buffering w1i1 red1.;ce uni,t. delay time and deco·uple 
-
the production st·ages ·• To determine when a buff~r should 
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. Te~ting of Formulation 
I ' • 
.. . 
To determine whether the function Y= Ae-Bx, with 
proper constants, does give the optimum value for buffer 
size a test was made. For this test 10 mean values were 
picked at random from a uniform distribution (2.5 minutes 
··t . 
to 0.05 minutes). Using the above function -a buffer 
capacity was determined. These values were then use·d in 
,. . the simulation program for determin_ing the min-imum value 
. 
of delay time in excess of the mean. The distribution of 
production time~ was normal with the means given and the 
stan(lard deviation equal to half the mean. A. buffer 
· capacity equal to. ~ne unit les·s than that calculated was 
! '. ,.-
, 
·also used in the simulation program and the minimum delay 
time found. A one-tailed, t-test was performed on the 
/ 
·differences between these two. sets· of data. -A one-tailed 
test was used·because the buffer size of one less than 
.that calculated should produce a higher /value of .. delay 
·time. 
The hypothesis to be tested would then be that the 
·mean of the differences (X1-x2) between samples is· zero 
. . 
(H0 :1&=0). . The alternate hypothesis is that the mean is 
, .. 
greater than zero (H1 :1'>0). The mean of-the, diff_erenc7· , 
between the s;imples must be used rather tha~ the means of 
~ 
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. correlated. ·This correlation occurs .be·cause·· b'oth· 'btif;Cer 
. 
. 
ca_pacities are dete·rtnin~d -onc~e tq.e calculated value is 
f·ound. ·· • 
! . . t . 
Using _the above.method the following values were 

















































0 .. 003. 
o·.006 


















:o··. -006 . . . 
·0.,.006 
0.005 
X1-X2 = 0.6051 
l/(n-1) f_(sli -:-d) 2= 0.00137 
. l=J. 
11.17 
. ·Confidence Iiiterval. D .O-.F •. 
~9 
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The calculated value or t 1s, very sigr11f1cant and. 
, 
.indicates that. a d(!crease in .~ap~c!.ty from· the value cal-
culated using the function y= Ae-Bx results 1n a s1gn1f'1-
' J 
cant· delay time increase. The increase is demonstrated by 
the one-tailed test with the values x1 being those 
utilizing the calculated buffer capacity minus one unit. 
· The alternate hypothesis was then accepted and the _x1 
values are greater, in all cases, than ~hose for x2 • 
An increase in buffer capacity of one unit did not 
decrease the delay time from that value found ro~ the 
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· G·HAPTER. VI· 
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The intention off this paper wa·s to develop a model 
. 
. . 
. . ... 
for determ+ning an optimal capac·1ty, in-proc~ss inventory 
' 






line~ ThiS optimal capacity should provide eff~ctive·de~ ~ 
coupling of.production stages, thereby minimizing delay 
·--
time and maximizing the lines' throughput, with minimum 
dollar investment ·in the buffer stages. 
" 
. ' 
Tlle model was · developed f·or a serie·s production lfn·e ') . 
. through the use of a simulated model ·of the line and 
known distributions of processing times for each stage in 
ther line. From the simulation results obtained 1·t was 
\-- . 
'~ 
concluded that the d.is,tribution of production times and 
length of the l1n·e (:number 9f production stages in the 
line) have no s:igrf1ficant e_ffect on buffer capacity. 
. ' Only the mean output time per unit is required to deter-
·m1ne the optimal buffer capacity. 
The lfuffer capacity was found to be related to outr 
' 
· put time per .&,unit in the following l!lanner: 
y = 3.251 e~o.o86x 
' 
. 
where, y = output time per un:it of produc~ion · 
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.. (rec'iproca·l of y), the optimum' capacity ·for buff'·er stages 
,, tan be determined. The. calcUlated cipacity. Can be ·used . 
' • 1' • • 
. . • 
' 




. Above tats va-lu.e, the optimum capacity ap_proaches unity. • 
. • , . . , 
. . . I ·~-
• j 
• ~ • • • 
. ., 
-.·The m_odel is then: limited to the- output rate of 24 per 
hour or higher. ":..:-.. · I :--. • 
.. . ,. To .demonstrate tha-t .. the deve:1_opeq.: model do·es give the ..... _ 
smallest buffer capacity which re'i~u·1:ts 1-n minimum delay, . - · · 
random samples of means were obtained ::and the minimwp unit 
:dela:y determined .. by simul·µ.tf_on. :Then, the buffer capacity 
, _wa.s reduc~d by orie ;un:i·:t and delay time was again- d-etermined. 
, A: one-tailed,' t-tes'.t was performed on the mean ... dif'ference 
between the two sets o.f data. R'esults of. this ·t:e·st · indi-
' . 
cate a ve.ry significant i_nc:re:a-se in delay time:, The same 
· test was pe:r·forme._d with the buffe_r· ·c:apacity being increased 
by o·ne 'Un.it· :.and res:ults indicated. t.hat the decrease in 
:de:.lay time was n_ot ·slgnificant. From this it is concluded ~-
., tnat·: t.he minimum delay point was reac:h.~d. 
-.Qn a cost basis, to determine tha-t t_hi:s optimum \ 
ff' 
:', capac-:ity (resu:;\.ting in m\nimum delay) is economically 
- feasible, comparis~hould ·be made bet-ween cost of main-
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\ line, equal· capacity buffers betw~en stages and buffers. 
·q 
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between each-production stage. ~ 
. 
<: 
. . \ 
... Recommendations for Further S·tudy 
·"' 
Some obvious areas for furt·her :s_tudy ·aztise. from 
results presented in this paper. 
-
:Fir:s.t:,· the- :a.-ssumptiort of .e-qual buffer capacities 
be.twe.ett all st.a·ges may not . be. necessary·.~- It . was. noti·c:e·d: 
.during t_h:e -inv-e.stigation thttt no diff'e-rence in buffe:.r 
_ ciapacit_y wa.s noticed for a ~r 10 st.age: :1:in~. _ In- o·th.er I • \ 
.. 
- ;·· words, the g-reat·es-t .. buffering prob~bly :ta~e$: pla·c:e in, the·· 
:f':i.rst· few .stages ..... Some reduction in c·apacity ~s a .... ·-func:--
·tiofi of th~ s·ta_ge can probably be made. .. 
.J.\no,ther area whfc·h,.shquld be .#investigated· is whe'.t\her: 
!; 
or _pot -·a buffer should: be included b_etween ~very stage in -
.. 








I investigation ·would be m.o~t: ·productive if applied to 
specific problems sine~ :a~gen~ral statement could probably 
not be made. 
Fina~ly, Wh'ile. the assumption -'.of a balanced line is--
, .=a· necess·ary one, the effect of- ·parallel· stages in,.~ line 
' 
' could be. -investigat_ed to determine --whether one buffer 
,-
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-, •.•". .· .... 
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should· supply both or possibly allow 
·r.t. 
sep·arate. buffers. This type of arrangement 
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.. ·:lVIODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Jg). where In 1 = · [Tn-l 1 ~Pn 1_1 J • P(~J ,. ,. . , , .. 
··.·· 
. .
., . .. -
:(4): so I 1 = [ R 1 . 1+ I 1· 1 ~ p .1 1 ] • p (Ei) • 
~, , n- ,. n- , n, - -
-~ 
·;·oi 
.(:fj) 1 . y : ·1·---1n· ·. ~-- =··· :[Rn:-. 1·+·:( Tn··· 2··. · ·1·-rE.·n·  · 1· 1-· --··-1) ·, :_P- (.En:·· -1-· J -Pn 1 1] • p: (En··· . .) ·:•· · 
. \j,: .J. . -.- . .· . --~- .:·~ ·. . .- -- .. ' . "!'9,· . . . - . , - .. . . . 
•. 
:(1:J --T_:n ... ri __ :i·'_ = R 2 i+r:_ --2·_. ·1--~::ft ·. 2---, ·1·_,_+(T.: ___ ·-3·--- ·-1· _ _:p - 2· i 1-_)_. ;P:' .. (:E_:1_ .) .• 
.. . c._, n- , -n~ -_, . . · ~'n- .,-- -· n.~_-_ ,_-. n- ,_ -- ... - n --. 
:s:µpf3't·.-1tu·t,:in·g _ (7) int-o (6) and optain .~·-
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.:. . . __ { ___10) I 1· = ... ·~ n' J. • Il P(E1 L+l) ,;-
·-n, . L..J n- . n-






· + " (P -P ) • Il ~ n-J-1,i n-J,1-1 
J=O L=O 
n-1 




1 P{E- ·) 
-n-L 
\. 
n-1 J -~ -
· = L [Tn-J+l, 1-1 ..;pn-J, 1 J • · P (F~-J+l) . • · n· P <Eii-L+1L 
J=l L=l 
- .. Equa.tion (11):: .is :eiq:u-al /to zero since 
:l " J 
P(F~-J+l) : Il P(E~-Lt-l) = O. 
L~l 
This condition exists because buffer n-L+l cahnot b·e- ·b-o.th 
' ' . 
emp·ty and full at the time the 1th unit arrives at tha:t 
bunker. The probability of both occurrences is z-e·:ro since 
thej are mutually excl~sive events. 
, .. ; 
· :·The ref ore : _ )· 
n-1 J 
d• ~n,1 = L (Pn-J~1-Pn-J+l,1-1l • n {P{E;i_Irt1) 
J=l ,1 L==J. 
,. 
Now an express ion for R · must be derived·. 
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,.f2J "'l'n+lc, 1•1 = l\i+1, 1-l+~n+l, 1-1 · 
(3}' R P + [R . +I P ] P{F1 ) 




and Tn+.2.,.i-2 ;:: 1\i+2, 1-2+In+2,·1~2' so: 
. 
Carrying the substitutions for ·R :atid.; T; the following form 
j 






(PJ+l,i-J+n..,1-EJ,i-J+n) " D P(F1ttn) 
L=n 
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